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•

Christians look at nature’s complexity and see a world God
designed with order and purpose. Death exists not because
nature or God is cruel but because it entered the perfect
world when Adam and Eve sinned.
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•

If dinosaurs lived and died before humans existed, death
could not be a consequence of sin because it would have
come before sin (Romans 5:12).
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•

Historical evidence for the Tower of Babel confirms Acts
17:26: “He has made from one blood every nation…and has
determined…the boundaries of their dwellings.”
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•

No one can explain how even a hypothetical Big Bang could
have occurred without a supernatural force. No known laws
in the universe can make something out of nothing.
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•

In Genesis and elsewhere, when God refers to creation He
defines a day with a 24-hour timeframe, which ultimately
indicates the earth is about 6,000 years old.
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•

Evolution/Big Bang come from a naturalistic worldview that
has become dominant in the last 200 years. This worldview
exalts nature and man and attempts to explain the existence
of everything without God, affecting both morality and
society.
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1. Does Creation Science or Evolution present the stronger
argument? Why?
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2. What is the strongest proof you could use to show someone
that the Bible and science do not conflict today?
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3. Do we own the world (Rifkin) or does God? What does Rom
1:20; Ps 115:16; Acts 17:26; Corinthians 15:41; Psalm 19:1;
Genesis 1:16; John 3:12; Romans 1:20; 2 Peter 3:4-5; Psalm
115:16 - have to say about it?
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Evolution says: Life resulted from random chance; man evolved from a
simple-cell life form and shares a common ancestor with chimps.
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Creation says: All of life was purposefully created by God and the data
show that humans and chimps aren’t as similar as has been reported.
2. The fossil record
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2. The fossil record

Creation says: There are no undisputed transitional forms. The fossil
record shows fully formed creatures, each according to its kind just as
Genesis says.
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Creation says: Just one ice age developed rapidly and only lasted for
hundreds of years.
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Creation says: All humanity descended from Noah’s sons and their
wives under 5,000 years ago. Geographic isolation after the Tower of
Babel ultimately led to different ethnic groups
7. The origin of the universe and Earth’s uniqueness
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Creation says: God created Earth 6,000 years ago as the only planet
suitable for life.
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Evolution says: Transitional forms are missing because they weren’t
fossilized.

Evolution says: The Flood never happened. Earth’s landscape has
changed gradually, slowly, and at a fairly constant rate.

Evolution says: Earth is about billions of years old. Dinosaurs went
extinct before man lived.

Evolution says: Many ice ages were caused by slow processes over
millions of years.

Evolution says: Humans and apes evolved from a common ancestor
millions of years ago, and due to migration, the nations formed.

Evolution says: The universe exploded from a dot of energy some 13
billion years ago.
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